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GENERAL INSTALLATION DIAGRAM

Control box Display

Speed signal (BROWN) Front installation only 
Foot brake (YELLOW) Front installation only 
Ground (BLACK) 
Power (RED) Rear Reversing light circuit or

connect to Accessory circuit for
                  front installation.

Sensitivity adjustment

GENERAL INSTALLATION DIAGRAM

*+

NOTE: Two wiring options for front installation.
See page 5 for instructions on setting speed trigger 
Foot brake/Brake light positive signal - See page 5 for operating front sensors from foot brake *+
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ERROR CODES
 
When the system turns on, each sensor is automatically tested. If the system cannot detect 
any of the sensors, the display will show an error code and beep to indicate which sensor 
is not detected. If a sensor is not detected, check the connections between the sensor and 
the module. 

Error Codes Beep Definition

E1 One beep Sensor A not detected

E2 Two beeps Sensor B not detected

E3 Three beeps Sensor C not detected

E4 Four beeps Sensor D not detected

DIP SWITCH SETTING
 

DIP 1 Function

Front and rear mode selection

UP ON Front installation 0.3~0.9m

DOWN OFF Rear installation 0.3~2.5m
 
 

DIP 2 
(Front  
Installation)

Detection Range Adjustment for Front Installation

UP ON 0.5m

DOWN OFF 0.9m
 
 

DIP 2 
(Rear  
Installation)

Tow Bar Adjustment

UP ON Objects within 20cm (e.g. tow-bar) will not be detected. The  
displayed distance will be 20cm less than the actual distance.

DOWN OFF Objects within 20cm will be detected. The display will show the 
exact distance.
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DISPLAY STATUS

Alarm area

Danger area

Danger area

Safety area 110-250cm

50-100cm

40cm

<40cm

Bi……Bi……

Bi…Bi…

Bi…Bi…

Bi……

DIP SWITCH
Function

Dip switch1
Select front or back system 

off back system 0.3-2.5mDOWN 

0.3-1.0m

   NOTE FOR FRONT INSTALLATION: 
A. If the signal speed is set, when the real speed becomes lower than the set speed, the 
system will activate. If the real speed is higher than the set speed, the system will not 
power on.
B. If the signal speed is not set when the foot brake is pressed, the system will only work for 
15 seconds. If there is an obstacle though, the system will start working automatically.

Function: Buzzer Initial Alarm Control

UP

off

start to alarm at 0.5m Yellow LED lighton  

Red LED lightstart to alarm at 2.5m

Dip switch 2
(for front system
only)

Function: anti-hook

UP

off cancel the functionDOWN 

on  start the function
Dip switch 3
(for rear system
only) 

The system will regard the towbar 
as an obstacle, The display will 
show the actual distance

The system will not regard the 
towbar as an obstacle, the display 
will show 20cm less than the  
actual distance

Control box

Dip Switch
1  2  

 UP on  front system *

*

*

DOWN 

Function

Dip switch1
Select front or back system 

UP

off back system 0.3-2.5mDOWN

on  0.3-1.0mfront system

     NOTE FOR FRONT INSTALLATION: 
A. If the signal speed is set, when the real speed is lower than the set speed, the system is 
activated. If the real speed is higher than the set speed, the system will not power on.
B. If the signal speed is not set when the foot brake is pressed, the system will only work for 
15 seconds. If there is an obstacle though, the system will start working automatically.

Function: Buzzer Initial Alarm Control

UP start to alarm at 0.5m Yellow LED lighton  

ight

Dip switch 2
(for front system
only)

Function: anti-hook

UP

off cancel the functionDOWN 

on  start the function
Dip switch 3
(for rear system
only) 

The system will regard the towbar 
as an obstacle, The display will 
show the actual distance

The system will not regard the 
towbar as an obstacle, the display 
will show 20cm less than the  
actual distance

Control box

Dip Switch
1  2  3 *

*

*

DOWN off start to alarm at 1.00m Red LED l
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SPEED SIGNAL PROGRAMMING (front installation only)
 
With the vehicle travelling at a constant low speed, press and hold the function button 
for 3 seconds and then release. If the speed signal programming is successful, the LED 
on the green switch will blink twice, indicating that the speed setting is successful. After 
programming the speed signal, when the vehicle speed drops below the programmed 
speed, the front parking sensors will activate; when the vehicle speed exceeds the 
programmed speed, the front parking sensors will deactivate.

Note: When programming the speed signal, DIP switch 1 must be set to ON  
(front installation mode).

BRAKE PEDAL CONTROL (front installation only)

When the brake pedal is pressed, the front parking sensors will activate, when the brake 
pedal is released, the front parking sensors will remain active for 15 seconds, if no obstacle 
is detected within 15 seconds, the front parking sensors will deactivate; if an obstacle is 
detected within 15 seconds, the system will remain active for another 15 seconds.

REVERSE PARKING MODE 

While the vehicle is in reverse, the rear parking sensors will be activated. While the vehicle 
is not in reverse, the rear parking sensors will be deactivated. 

PARKING DISTANCE ALARM

Sound alarm

Silent

Bi……Bi……Bi……

Bi..Bi..Bi..

Bi………
 
Left Sensor (Sensor A):  Displays left LED segments
Middle Sensors (Sensor B & C): Displays both left and right LED segments 
Right Sensor (Sensor D): Displays right LED segments
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* NOTE FOR FRONT INSTALLATION
A: If the signal speed is set, when the real speed becomes lower than the set speed,
the system will activate. If the real speed is higher than set speed, the system will not
power on.
B: If the signal speed is not set when the foot brake is pressed, the system will only
work for 15 seconds. If there is an obstacle though, the system will start working
automatically.

Switch-off speed programming (when speed pulse wire is connected to speed 
pulse input). Press the programming/mute button and keep it pressed. After 10 
seconds the message SP (Speed Signal) appears, then release the button after the 
message SP flashes. Drive the vehicle to the required speed and confirm the speed 
by pressing the key on top of the display unit. At this point the switch-off speed will 
have been stored. Do not interrupt the power supply to the control unit during the 
switch-off speed storing phase. Once the switch-off speed has been stored, this can 
be selected or changed by repeating the procedure. While no sensors are alarming, 
the decimal point indicator on the display will appear when the vehicle speed drops 
below the set speed. This means the parking sensors are ready. To delete the speed 
setting (back to default - works with footbrake if yellow wire connected), press the 
programming/mute button and keep it pressed. After 15 seconds SH appears. Then 
release the button and press this button again to confirm setting. The parking sensor 
will now work under braking function.
SPEED SIGNAL FORMAT. This product is designed to be compatible with PWM 
formats which suits most vehicles. Some newer vehicles with CAN systems may 
require a compatible CANBUS interface.  

DISPLAY FUNCTION  
ORIENTATION: 
Press Mute button for 10 seconds to select orientation of display 
FU: Installed at front-up 
BU: Installed at back-up 
M: Installed at back-up to read information from mirror 
88: Installed on dashboard 

2.5-1m，safety area 

0.4-0.9m，alarm area 
0.3-0.0m，danger area

2.5-1m，safety area 

0.4-0.9m，alarm area 

0.3-0.0m，danger area

Function Button -
Mute/Invert/Speed Set

LED DISPLAY
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MONITOR FUNCTION BUTTON

Press the function button to mute/unmute the audible alarm.

DISPLAY ORIENTATION ADJUSTMENT/ MOUNTING 
MODE ADJUSTMENT. 

To mirror or flip the display, press and hold the function button according to the table 
below to set the desired display mode.  
 
Release the function button to set the configuration.

Duration Display Icon Display/Mounting Configuration

10 Seconds “FU” Front roof installation

13 Seconds “8U” Rear roof installation 

16 Seconds “nu” Rear roof installation through rearview mirror

19 Seconds “88” Dashboard installation
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SENSOR INSTALLATION DIAGRAM

90
9090

Installation distance  diagram

Best position for 2 sensors Best position for 4 sensors

0.6-0.8m 0.3-0.4m

0.
5-

0.
6m

Installation when   vertical  to  the ground. Installation when bumper is sloping to the ground.     

Installation diagram

 Installation  diagram  for  sensors  with  direction markings

up

up up

up

up

Fix the position of sensors. No obstacle should be detected at 90° from the top view otherwise
the system will fasle alarm. .

90
9090

Installation distance dragram

Best position for 2 sensors Best position for 4 sensors

0.6-0.8m 0.3-0.4m

0.
5-

0.
8m

Installation when vertical to the ground.                     Installation when bumper is sloping to the ground. 

Installation diagram

Installation diagram for sensors with direction markings

up

up up

up

up

Fix the position of sensors. No obstacle should be detected at 90° from the top view otherwise
the system will false alarm.    
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ADVISED POSITION TO INSTALL THE SENSOR 

A B C D

Smooth slope Smooth round objects Objects absorbing 
wave, e.g.cotton

Objects hard to be detected (eg: clothing)

should be under the same line.

B. 0.5-0.8m vertically high to the 
ground, 0.55m is recommended.

C. Vertical, tidy surface without 
metal components is preferred.

A.Four drill holes A.B.C.D

A B C D

Smooth slope Smooth round objects Objects absorbing 
wave, e.g.cotton

Objects hard to be detected

should be in line.

B. 0.5-0.6m vertical to the ground. 
0.55m is recommended.

C. Vertical, tidy surface without
metal components is preferred.

A.Four drill holes A.B.C.D
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SELECT DRILLING POSITION FOR SENSOR A & D

SELECT DRILLING POSITION FOR SENSOR B & C

A. Choose suitable drilling positions 
for A and D sensor and mark

sensor 8 - 13cm from the edge.
Preferred distance is 11cm

D

A

A D

A

B

A. Measure the distance between 
sensor A and D

Divide distance by 3 and mark sensor B & C  

For best detection angle, position A & D

A. Choose suitable drilling positions 
for A and D sensor and mark

sensor 8 - 13cm from the edge.
Preferred distance is 11cm

D

A

A D

A

B

A. Measure the distance between
sensor A and D

Divide distance by 3 and mark sensor B & C  

For best detection angle, position A & D

A. Choose suitable drilling positions 
for A and D sensor and mark

sensor 8 - 13cm from the edge.
Preferred distance is 11cm

D

A

A D

A

B

A. Measure the distance between 
sensor A and D

Divide distance by 3 and mark sensor B & C  

For best detection angle, position A & D
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DRILLING 

SENSOR INSTALLATION 

OTHERS 

超声波探头

Mount the display on the dashboard, above the 
mirror, or at rear of cabin in view of mirror

A. Use a small drill bit to locate position

B. Drill with the bumper cutter supplied

A. Insert the sensors into the holes and secure

B. Arrange wiring neatly and securely
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CONTROL BOX INSTALLATION

2.5m

6. Others

Install control box inside the boot. Keep
away from heat, moisture and vibration.

NOTE: Control box is not waterproof. 
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TROUBLE SHOOTING

 

Problem Cause Solution

The speed signal  
configuration fails.

The speed signal wire is not 
connected to the vehicle’s 
PWM speed signal wire

Connect the brown wire to 
the vehicle’s PWM speed 
signal wire

The vehicle speed signal is 
integrated into the CAN-bus

Install a CAN interface with 
PWM signal output

The system is not  
activating.

The supply voltage is below 
<9 volts

Charge the vehicle’s battery

The fuse is blown Replace the fuse with the 
same amperage fuse

(Rear installation only) DIP 
switch 1 is set to ON 

Set DIP switch 1 to the  
OFF position

The system is false  
alarming.

The sensitivity is set  
too high

Turn the sensitivity pot on 
the control module counter 
clockwise

Either the tow-bar or  
another protruding object is 
being detected

Set DIP switch 2 to the ON 
position

The sensors are angled too 
low or mounted too close to 
the ground

Change the angle of the 
sensors with angled spac-
ers or relocate the sensors

The system is not detecting 
obstacles consistently.

The sensitivity is set too low Turn the sensitivity pot on 
the control module  
clockwise

The sensors are angled too 
high or mounted too high 
off the ground

Change the angle of the 
sensors with angled spac-
ers or relocate the sensors

An error code is displayed 
when the system is  
powered on.

One of the sensors or  
sensor cables is not  
connected or is loose

Check the connections 
between the sensor cables 
and the control module
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